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“REMEMBER A CHARITY  
DELIVERS VALUE FOR THE  

LEGACY SECTOR BY  
FOCUSING ON ACTIVITIES  
THAT NO SINGLE CHARITY  

CAN ACHIEVE ALONE.”



This report highlights the encouraging progress made by the campaign  
over the past 12 months. I’d like to thank all members, partners and  
the Institute of Fundraising for their hard work and continued commitment 
to the campaign.

As the latest figures show, there is a clear indication that the legacy market 
is seeing continued growth. 15.8% of Wills that go to probate now include  
a charitable gift, up from 12.2% in 2007 and 14.4% in 2014. This is a 
growth of 29.5% and evidence of a sustained shift in public perceptions of 
gifts in Wills.

The diversity in the types of charities benefiting from legacy giving has  
also seen a noticeable increase, with hospices and those in the arts and 
culture sector investing in legacies.

2018 has seen a number of examples of Remember A Charity leading 
on behalf of the legacy sector to create a more favourable legacy giving 
climate. Most notably, hosting a roundtable with the Law Society in June 
and challenging the proposed probate fee increase, allowing us to engage 
with many influential groups. These are examples of the importance of 
collaboration, and emphasise the value and influence Remember A Charity 
can achieve for the sector by focusing on activities that no single charity 
can achieve alone.

It was fantastic to see such high levels of engagement with Remember  
A Charity Week 2018. We saw the highest ever number of members  
getting involved, celebrating the impact of gifts in Wills with some truly 
inspiring content. Combined activity across the Week contributed towards 
an estimated reach of 2.3m people, helping to normalise the behaviour  
of legacy giving. 

In these times of uncertainty, and when the work of charities is under 
such great scrutiny, it is all the more important that we commit to 
working together as a consortium. By working closely together, alongside 
our partners and friends in other sectors, we can continue to challenge 
misconceptions. In doing so we can remove these barriers to giving  
through Wills and work towards creating a society where charitable legacy  
giving is the behavioural norm.
 

Alex McDowell 
CHAIR, REMEMBER A CHARITY 

WELCOME FROM THE CHAIR



PASSING ON SOMETHING  
WONDERFUL 

In 2018 we saw more people than ever  
before leave a charitable gift in their Will.

However, in spite of this growth, there remains  
a huge opportunity to normalise legacy giving.  

Remember A Charity Week sought to  
address this by building a digital platform  
for our members to connect with their  
supporters, bringing to light the power  
of legacy giving through video content  
(www.humansearchengine.org). The call  
to action of the 2018 campaign was  
for charity supporters to pass on something  
wonderful by leaving a gift in their Will. 

More charities than ever before came  
together to celebrate the impact and  
importance of gifts in Wills. The cumulative  
effect of the consortium operating as a  
whole helped to reach more of the public.

The launch of the Human Search Engine  
saw more than 24,000 unique users  
actively searching the site during the Week,  
as well as reaching millions more on social  
media with messaging around gifts in Wills. 

As a result of the campaign’s success, the  
Human Search Engine lives on and we  
continue to drive traffic there, encouraging  
the public to consider a legacy.

RAISING AWARENESS AMONG
THE WILL-WRITING PUBLIC

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT 
ACHIEVED A REACH OF 

2.3M



REMEMBER A CHARITY WEEK 
ACHIEVES RECORD COVERAGE

Remember A Charity Week 2018 benefited  
from some exceptional media coverage. 

Former Strictly head judge Len Goodman 
kick-started the Week, helping to generate  
over 200 pieces of press coverage including 
interviews on ITV’s Lorraine and 50 BBC  
radio stations, as well as widespread regional 
newspaper coverage. 

The extensive coverage, combined with the  
efforts of our charity members during the 
Week, meant that the message of normalising 
gifts in Wills reached thousands of potential 
charity supporters.

Remember A Charity’s website saw a huge  
uplift in the numbers of people actively  
searching for charities and solicitors, while 
many members reported an increase in the 
number of legacy enquiries.

WEBSITE CONTINUES  
TO REACH MORE OF THE 
WILL-WRITING PUBLIC

Remember A Charity’s website continues  
to be a hub for those searching for charities  
and professional advisors, with active  
searches to those pages increasing by 19%  
and 35% respectively compared with 2017.

Our digital strategy has focused on  
improving Search Engine Optimisation as  
we appointed agency Fast Web Media to  
increase the website’s visibility for searches 
around making a Will.

By investing in this area we can ensure that 
more of the public who are thinking about  
writing a Will are more likely to find, visit  
and engage with the Remember A Charity  
website and inspire them to consider including 
a gift in their Will.

“YOU’VE OBVIOUSLY GOT TO LOOK AFTER 
YOUR FAMILY, BUT IF THERE’S A BIT OF 
MONEY LEFT OVER, HOWEVER SMALL OR 
LARGE… IF YOU CAN LEAVE SOME TO A  
CHARITY IT MAKES YOU FEEL GOOD…!” 
             LEN GOODMAN, LORRAINE

OVER

200  
PIECES OF PRESS COVERAGE



MAKING CHARITABLE PROMPTING 
THE STANDARD PRACTICE AMONG 
PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS

MEASURING IMPACT ACROSS  
THE LEGACY SECTOR

INFLUENCING THE INFLUENCERS 

A vital area of our work is reaching out to 
Will-writing professionals who can mention to 
their clients that including a gift to charity is an 
option, after looking after family and loved ones. 

As Remember A Charity is in the position  
of approaching advisors from a neutral and  
generic position, this is something we can 
achieve as a consortium which no individual 
charity can do alone.

2018 saw Remember A Charity host a  
roundtable at the Law Society to discuss the 
challenges of raising charitable giving with 
clients. The event was attended by the Law 
Society’s president, law firm partners, solicitors 
working in both private client and charity law, 
and representatives from professional bodies 
including the Institute of Legacy Management 
(ILM) and the Society of Trust and Estates  
Practitioners (STEP). The consensus was that 
the issue lies in the lack of consistency across 
professional advisors and the need to establish 
standard industry guidance, which we will be 
seeking to secure in 2019.

REACHING MORE WILL-WRITING 
PROFESSIONALS 

We are committed to providing the UK’s largest 
directory of professional advisors who actively 
mention charitable giving to their clients.  
The directory, which in 2018 grew to include 
over 1,300 advisors, is valuable for charities 
looking to signpost their supporters to chari-
ty-minded advisors. The ‘Find a solicitor’ page  
on our website received thousands of visits –  
demonstrating the public’s continued appetite  
for trusted, quality-assured advisors.  

Remember A Charity also had a presence at  
eight conferences and events across the UK  
during 2018. Attending these events allows  

us to increase professional advisors’ awareness  
and understanding of our work, encouraging them 
to mention all the options to their clients  
at a vital stage in the Will-writing process.

We launched a new advertising campaign in 2018, 
which featured across publications such as the Law  
Society Gazette and the STEP Journal. Born out  
of qualitative research conducted by Remember  
A Charity, the adverts encourage solicitors to help 
their clients include everything they care about in 
their Wills. We also used a new strategic approach 
by creating posters aimed at clients themselves, 
instead of advisors, prompting them to consider 
charitable giving in their Wills.

RESEARCH INDICATES STEADY 
GROWTH IN LEGACY MARKET

Remember A Charity’s annual consumer  
benchmarking survey, conducted by nfpSynergy, 
looks at attitudes towards legacy giving among 
UK charity donors. The 2018 research shows 
that more people than ever before are aware of 
the option of gifts in Wills, whilst the percentage 
of those who are unaware has fallen to 10%.

Our focus now is to address the current  
disconnect among 55+ ABC1s who are aware  
of legacy giving and those considering it. 

DIRECTORY  
OF CAMPAIGN  
SUPPORTERS  
HAS GROWN  

TO OVER

1,300  



INFLUENCING A  
CLIMATE FOR SUCCESSFUL  
CHARITABLE WILL-GIVING

PROBATE FEE CHANGES ARE A  
RISK TO CHARITABLE LEGACIES

Remember A Charity wrote to the Ministry of 
Justice outlining our concerns on the proposed 
changes to probate fees. 

Supported by the Institute of Fundraising;  
Sir Stuart Etherington, NCVO; ACEVO; STEP;  
and ILM, the letter urged the Minister to  
recognise the potential impact on legacies  
and consider a reduction or discounted rate  
on probate fees as an incentive to include  
a charitable gift.

In response to the Government’s announcement, 
director of Remember A Charity, Rob Cope, said:

“The new probate structure will see charitable 
Wills costing more than they do currently  
and our concern is that this could deter people  
from leaving a donation.

We will be urging the Government to offer a  
reduction in probate fees for estates that include 
a charitable gift, helping to mitigate the  
impact of the fee increase and taking us a step 
closer to making the UK the first country in  
the world where gifts in Wills is a social norm.”

We will continue to keep up the pressure in 2019, 
working closely with partners at the Law Society, 
STEP and ILM in opposition to the change.

LEVELS OF PROMPTING AMONG 
WILL-WRITING PROFESSIONALS

Remember A Charity’s annual legal  
benchmarking survey conducted  
by Future Thinking found  
that 61% of solicitors  
and Will-writers always  
or sometimes mention 
the option of charitable  
gifts to their clients  
when writing their Will.  
Those who claim to  
never prompt their  
clients has fallen to  
12% - the second  
lowest figure to date.

The recent figures from Smee & Ford show a 
continued long-term trend with the number  
of charitable estates increasing, whilst legacy  
income is currently around £3 billion – the  
largest ever reported. 

Legacy Foresight also recently reported that  
the percentage of all money in estates  
left to charity has climbed from 3% to 3.6%. 

“IT IS A TRIBUTE TO ALL OF THOSE  
WORKING AS LEGACY FUNDRAISERS AND  
TO THE WORK OF REMEMBER A CHARITY.  
IT SUGGESTS THAT THE LEGACY  
MESSAGE IS FINALLY GETTING THROUGH  
WHICH IS GOOD NEWS FOR US ALL.”  

MEG ABDY, LEGACY FORESIGHT

12% OF SOLICITORS  
AND WILL-WRITERS  
CLAIM TO NEVER 
PROMPT THEIR  
CLIENTS –THE  
SECOND LOWEST 
FIGURE TO DATE.

THOSE WHO  
CLAIM TO BE  

UNAWARE HAS  
FALLEN FROM  

17% IN 2009 TO  
10% IN 2018


